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‘I Use Sculpture as a Kind of Wheelbarrow of
Meaning’: British Artist John Isaacs on His
More-Is-More Approach to Sculpture
"This is the Place" at ArtVera's in Geneva brings together an eclectic selection

of works made by the artist over the past 20 years.

Artnet Gallery Network, January 30, 2020

Installation view "This is the Place," 2020. Courtesy of Artvera's.

Consider it an exhibition decades in the making.

British artist John Isaacs first rose up in London among the Young British Artists of the 1990s
and, in the years since, has cultivated a dynamic practice that draws on science and poetry, taps
into motifs both ancient and contemporary, and crosses mediums with abandon. Perhaps his
most recognizable works are his sculptures of distorted bodies and body parts that border on the
grotesque. Now, the artist’s first solo show in Geneva—”This is the Place” at Artvera’s gallery—is
pulling together an eclectic cross-section of the artist’s output over the past 20 years.

Recently, we caught up with Isaacs, who shared his thoughts on our culture’s obsession with
beauty, the transformation of his work over the years, and how to hold out hope in our current
climate of doom.
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John Isaacs, Untitled (2019). Courtesy of the artist.

The works on view in this exhibition date from 2003 to 2019. How were the works chosen
and do you think they show the arc of your career?

The idea was not to make a retrospective… the idea was to make the most comprehensive and
interesting exhibition from what was available to us, for a public that probably knew very little of
my working practice. Artvera’s is purposely not the typical white space type gallery so I had to
take that factor in mind as well, when constructing the show. We wanted to present a selection of
works, that reflected the recurring ideas and intentions (one might even say obsessions) that
inhabit most of the objects I create.

How do you see your more recent works in relation to your works from the early 2000s?

I don’t think my intentions have changed. I have always been interested in exploring the space
between the poetics of meaning and the realities of material. I make all kinds of objects and use
all kinds of materials because I find that personally interesting, in that it creates a larger visual
and physical landscape. For many, the artistic intention is to purify a sentiment, but I always felt
this to be a myth, an absurdity, to trust in some empirical “truth.” My feeling has always been to
take something simple and load it with everything possible. I use sculpture as a kind of
wheelbarrow of meaning, capable of taking on all of its surroundings, and, alternately, to be
crushed by its environment. However, I have to say, my more recent works are less directed
towards one specific meaning than the earlier works. I feel the need to work more intuitively now.
The question has shifted from what to why.
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John Isaacs, The Cyclical Development of Stasis (2015). Courtesy of the artist.

Your works often incorporate elements of the body, but the figures are distorted,
fragmented, and often grotesque. What do you feel you can express through the imagery
of the body?

All art, all architecture, all fashion is about the body. All human activity is measured by the body.
The body doesn’t need to be represented to be present—the physical border between self and
the other is the visible surface, but this is simply a geographical point, as we are not defined
solely by matter, but by emotions, and, one would hope, by empathy. The fragmented elements
of my work are a visual reminder of the incomplete—broken, fragmented bodies are more a
reflection of self than the complete body and, thus, a better mirror. Of course, these aspects of
my work are often what people focus on, as though I make “monsters,” and I am well aware that
society itself is currently in love with the beauty of aesthetics, but in the end all we are really
looking for in art, in life, is a place for our self, our selves, a home. I’m more interested in finding
the missing pieces of our identity which are felt to be there, but not yet present.

Your titles are often poetic, elusive.  How do you see these titles in relationship to the
works themselves—or, in other words, what is their intention?

If something appears to be a very specific thing, then it might remain locked in this identity. Titles
are a way to free the work from its form and bring it into another plane of existence. For me, a
title is the opposite of a definition and should place the mind in a conflict with the eye. The
specifics of the actual object or the title in itself isn’t as important to me as the way in which they
can be released into another context. The titles are there to remind the viewer of the
philosophical value of the artwork, to guide his reflection or, on the contrary, contradict it. The
very opposite of sticking a needle through a butterfly and pinning it to a board.
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John Isaacs, The Architecture of Empathy (2019). Courtesy of the artist.

The gallery describes your work as a mix of “seductive optimism and abject pessimism.”
Can you speak to that?

Well maybe that’s just a reflection of the world at large, right? I mean, look at the current daily
diet of [Greta] Thunberg and [Donald] Trump. I’m just a product of the fucked up world that we
live in, dreaming of a pristine wilderness while being given every technological chance to watch it
vanish. We are all witness now to epic images of apocalypse from raging fires, swarms of
locusts, and now, the new plague, not to mention all the usual daily shit going on from human
conflicts, vested interests, natural habitats under threat, new continents built of plastic, the list
does actually go on and on.

We can all agree that there is a lot to be pessimistic about when you look at the overall greed
and bullshit perpetrated on a daily basis by humankind, a lot to leave one feeling powerless and
desperate—in fact, it’s safe to say that the “seductive optimism” aspect is really shaking in the
shadows of all this darkness these days, but one must never let go of hope.

I do have children, I do want to see a future, and part of that is to shine a light from a good place
into the dark. The real “beauty” in art, it’s real role is to seduce people back from the zombie
sleep of daily life, to remind people of where they are and what they are surrounded by, where
they come from and what they could be, to be re-sensitized to the human race.

See images of “John Isaacs: This is the Place” below.
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Installation view of “This is the Place,” 2019. Courtesy of Artvera’s.

John Isaacs, Things That Can Be Are That Which We Know (2011) // John Isaacs, Untitled (2018).
Courtesy of the artist.

John Isaacs, This is the Place (2016). Courtesy of the artist.
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Il corpo tra arte e scienza.
La mostra Sublimi Anatomie
al Palazzo delle Esposizioni di
Roma
By Redazione -13 dicembre 2019

TRA LE MOSTRE DA NON PERDERE DURANTE LE FESTE NATALIZIE C’È

SUBLIMI ANATOMIE, PRESSO PALAZZO DELLE ESPOSIZIONI A ROMA, CHE

RACCONTA IL TEMA DEL CORPO INCROCIANDO ARTE E SCIENZA. ECCO LE

IMMAGINI

Sublimi Anatomie , Palazzo delle Esposizioni Roma. Photo Monkeys Video Lab
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È in corso fino al 6 gennaio 2020 la mostra Sublimi Anatomie, a cura di Andrea

Carlino, Philippe Comar, Anna Luppi, Vincenzo Napolano e Laura Perrone

presso Palazzo delle Esposizioni a Roma: sei sale che raccontano in maniera

articolata la bellezza del corpo umano nelle sue implicazioni estetiche e

scientifiche, attraversando le epoche della storia. Tanti gli artisti coinvolti, –

Berlinde De Bruyckere, Birgit Jürgenssen, Chen Zhen, Dany Danino, Dennis

Oppenheim, Diego Perrone, Ed Atkins, Gary Hill, Gastone Novelli, Giuseppe

Penone, Heidi Bucher, John Isaacs, Ketty La Rocca, Luca Francesconi, Marc

Quinn, Marisa Merz, Michaël Borremans, Pino Pascali, Sissi, Yvonne Rainer-,

le cui opere vanno a incrociarsi con le scoperte tecniche e scientifiche, gli

strumenti e i numerosi documenti che analizzano l’evoluzione di un tema che

non è solo medico, ma anche sociale, estetico, politico. Politico come può essere

il corpo, maschile o femminile che sia, protagonista dei nostri cambi di

traiettoria nella costruzione della percezione dell’altro, nelle strategie che

adotta il nostro sguardo. Tante le prospettive che attraversano la storia del

corpo e che la mostra, coinvolgendo tutti i sensi, mette insieme cooperando

attivamente con l’INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare e il Polo Museale

della Sapienza Università di Roma. Completano il percorso espositivo tre cere

anatomiche della collezione La Specola, appartenenti al Museo di Storia

Naturale di Firenze, di provenienza settecentesca e recentemente restaurate.

Non manca un public program, che sta trasformando gli spazi di Palazzo delle

Esposizioni in un vero e proprio “Teatro Anatomico”, con dibattiti, azioni,

performance. Tra queste, quella già raccontatavi da Artribune con protagonista

Sissi, o una conferenza di Giuseppe Penone. Prossimi appuntamenti con la

performance Olympia dell’artista russa, di stanza a Berlino, Rachel Monosov e

il 4 gennaio con l’azione del canadese, nato a Nairobi, Brendan Fernandes, per

la prima volta in Italia. Ecco le immagini.
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La rivelazione del sublime nel corpo umano. Una mostra
al Palazzo delle Esposizioni di Roma
di Redazione , scritto il 20/10/2019, 13:08:02

Categorie: Mostre

Sublimi Anatomie è una mostra collettiva di arte contemporanea e arte del Novecento
sulla rivelazione del sublime nel corpo umano, tra passato e presente e all’incrocio
tra pratiche artistiche e imprese scientifiche. Una storia secolare e spettacolare
dell’osservazione del corpo che coinvolge in primo luogo i sensi (innanzitutto la vista e il
tatto), ma anche strumenti e tecnologie. Palazzo delle Esposizioni a Roma ospiterà,
dal 22 ottobre 2019 al 6 gennaio 2020, opere, manufatti e documenti di straordinaria
importanza storica che, tra arte e scienza, raccontano l’evoluzione dell’anatomia umana
in dialogo serrato con la ricerca artistica contemporanea sulla materialità del corpo.

Partendo dalla suggestione del teatro anatomico, la rotonda di Palazzo delle Esposizioni
si trasformerà in uno spazio dedicato al dibattito sulla visione e la costruzione
dell’immagine del corpo, ma anche in un atelier di disegno dal vero e in una vera e
propria scena per la performance. Sostituendo i modelli viventi ai cadaveri, questo
dispositivo diventerà, per tutta la durata della mostra, uno strumento destinato a
suscitare dinamiche di attivazione dell’occhio, della mano e del corpo.

La mise en abîme del teatro anatomico, dunque, non intende solo restituire centralità al
corpo sensibile ma propone di rovesciare le relazioni che, all’interno dello spazio
espositivo, si stabiliscono fra l’osservato e l’osservatore.

Le sei sale che dal teatro s’irradiano, restituiranno la storia del corpo osservato nelle arti
e nelle scienze con una selezione di oggetti e documenti di grande valore
storico-scientifico e storico-artistico come i preziosi manichini anatomici ottocenteschi
realizzati in cartapesta da Louis Thomas Jerome Auzoux, le tavole anatomiche
stampate in quadricromia da Jacques-Fabien Gautier-Dagoty o le ceroplastiche di
Filippo Pacini. Il percorso incrocerà la storia dell’anatomia con la ricerca artistica
contemporanea, esibendo opere di artisti come Berlinde De Bruyckere, Birgit
Jürgenssen, Chen Zhen, Dany Danino, Dennis Oppenheim, Diego Perrone, Ed
Atkins, Gary Hill, Gastone Novelli, Giuseppe Penone, Heidi Bucher, John Isaacs,
Ketty La Rocca, Luca Francesconi, Marc Quinn, Marisa Merz, Michaël Borremans,
Pino Pascali, Sissi, Yvonne Rainer.

Per tutte le informazioni potete visitare il sito ufficiale del Palazzo delle Esposizioni.
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Femme vue de dos, disséquée de la nuque au sacrum, dite l’Ange anatomique. Planche non
reliée, provenant de Jacques Fabien Gautier d’Agoty, “Mytologie complète en couleur et

grandeur naturelle”, Paris, 1746. Bibliothèque Inter-Universitaire Santé Médecine, Parigi
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John Isaacs, Sleepwalking into the Anthropocene, 2019, clay, steel, epoxy resin, paper, 27 1⁄2 × 32 1⁄4 × 14 1⁄8".

John Isaacs

TRAVESÍA CUATRO | MADRID

A colorful colossus, vaguely anthropomorphic and covered in rags, guards the gallery

entrance, setting an ambivalent tone for the carefully orchestrated choreography of

John Isaacs’s exhibition “Dust.” All but one of the works on view have been shipped

from the British artist’s Berlin studio—literally hot from the oven in the case of some

ceramics. Isaacs has carefully arranged them to suggest a loose narrative, with an

almost rakish progress from the most open spaces, visible from the street, toward the

private, recondite inner rooms.

Totem or taboo? The piece is titled The Architecture of Empathy, 2019, and looks

both welcoming and vaguely threatening: It is difficult to decide whether it stands as

a hopeful milestone or as a warning. It could be an artifact of a future festive

civilization, or the ruin of an earlier one already wiped from the face of the Earth.

Isaacs himself commented on its ambiguity while talking about the show: He

originally wanted to make it so that it could wobble, like a giant tumbler doll. A

certain blend of irrationality, emotion, and lucid ingenuity would be useful tools to

approach such works, just as with the larger world we create and inhabit, and to

which they allude.
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Utopian and dystopian connotations similarly accompany one another in

Sleepwalking into the Anthropocene, 2019, with its reproduction of Brancusi’s

Sleeping Muse as if it were a deflated balloon, set on a classical pedestal bearing the

inscription THIS IS THE PLACE. The pedestal is cracked, and little pieces of paper

bearing the wishes and secrets of visitors are embedded in its crevices.

Open Letter, 2019, is a tapestry that reproduces and enlarges the clumsy handwriting

of a child’s homework—that of the artist’s daughter. Along with the question CAN

YOU REMEMBER THE ANIMALS?, its list of animals and other terms that might be

vocabulary words has an elegiac air, which is accentuated by its confrontation here

with the sculpture Untitled, 2019: the glazed-ceramic body of a mutilated woman of

generous shape, her skin painted with a blue-and-brown world map, as if she were a

globe. Indeed, all three works in this room function in concert as a moving, richly

interwoven installation that spans from the most cherished intimacy to global

concerns: Both of the aforementioned pieces are reflected in the large wall-mounted

mirror of Study for an Emotional Landscape, 2019, which frames them, and

imprisons them—given that it is chained to a heavy Murano-glass balloon on the

floor. The gallery as a whole evokes the disturbing aftermath of a battle that is

perhaps yet to come.

Isaacs has shown an irreverent and refreshing eclecticism throughout his career.

Here, it takes on a different tone as he jumps over traditional barriers and borders,

both artistic and political, again mixing together different techniques, formats, and

idioms—photography, neon, sculpture, painting—with ironic and tongue-in-cheek

quotations and allusions to titans of modern art such as Brancusi, Picasso, and

Michelangelo Pistoletto. Taken altogether, the exhibition encourages an emotional

and empathic vision of an alternative world. In one small piece, Untitled, 2018,

colorful neon letters offer a kind of utopian manifesto: VOTES FOR CHILDREN,

they demand. Perhaps not as foolish as the daily world we inhabit, the phrase sums

up the mixed mood of Isaacs’s recent work, which hovers between melancholy and

his old rebellious self. Perhaps, it implies, we’d be better off with a little less common

sense and a little more imagination.

— Javier Montes
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John Isaacs “ARCHIPELAGO from a
distance you look smaller but I know that
you are there” at Galleria Poggiali, Milan

The Galleria Poggiali is delighted to present “ARCHIPELAGO – from a distance you
look smaller but I know that you are there” by John Isaacs, the first solo show of the
English artist in the gallery’s Milan premises. The opening of the exhibition, curated
by Pierre Yves Desaive, coincides with Art Week and miart 2018, the twenty-third
edition of the modern and contemporary art fair, and will run up to 29 June 2018. For
his Milan solo show the artist is presenting a single project consisting of three
elements created for the occasion – a sculpture, a neon light and a photograph –
each a reflection on the subject of time, its sacredness and its perception.

John Isaacs, a multifaceted artist with a career of over twenty years behind him,
began in England as one of the Young British Artists (YBA). In 2005 he moved to
Berlin, where he continues to live and work; here his poetics has evolved, becoming
increasingly more eclectic and less tied to the British style. In his work he has used a
variety of media, from painting to sculpture and photography. He has also employed
a range of materials including bronze, neon light, wax and ceramic. This constant
shifting of language is closely bound up with his research on the nature of man, on
paradox, on the difficulties of contemporary life and the social pressures generated
by economics.
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The curator of the show, Pierre Yves Desaive, underscores how ARCHIPELAGO
revolves around the apparently utopic need to conciliate the demands of the
individual with the crushing burden of all humanity, alluding to the historic but
precarious interconnections of all our lives.

Isaacs’ work generates altered modes of
perceiving history: approaching materials that
declare their time, the artist transforms past
and novelty into ambiguous categories and,
through his works, ponders the symbolism of
religious institutions and popular culture to
re-establish parameters of value and meaning.

The empty temple (2018) is a sculpture made
from ceramic, shellac, epoxy resin and 23
carat gold leaf in the form of a life-size
excavator blade. This is an apparently solid
work but is actually made from fragile ceramic.
It appears in the shape of progress and
reflects our present, while at the same time
representing the beliefs of the past and
recalling a relic more than a piece of
construction equipment, almost a cult object
resurfacing from remote times.
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From a distance you look smaller but I know
that you are there (2018) is a legend written
in neon, a luminous note handwritten on the
wall which, consistently with Isaacs’ typical
attitude, sets the categories of past, present
and future on a collision course. It is a
graffito in light in which the reference to
artists such as Merz and Nauman is intrinsic,
and the apparently direct message is in fact
once again open. Like a memo, the work
indeed has the capacity to make us alter our
point of view, reminding us of the infinite
possibilities of change.

The third work on show, a perfect soul
(2018), is a photograph of the artist’s wife
and daughter, an immediate reference to the
narrative of the family, of love, of the myth of
life cycles and the memory of one generation
that influences another. It is an intimate
image with a strong emotional charge that anyone can relate to, but the order is
inverted and it is the child who is embracing her mother rather than the opposite.
Once again Isaacs poses a question about our linear notion of time, urging a return
to belief in magic and lightness. He proposes an emotional flow moving in several
directions at once, so that we can model our future on a past normally not perceived.

The initial alienation triggered by the works
of this artist concerns an essence shared by
all human beings, a sensation that is
sublimated by the great diversity of means
and materials that can capture the
imagination of the observer. Language and
references aim to open up to new dialogues
so that, rather than the meaning being
confirmed, it is instead eliminated to reveal
the emotional dimension of things and their
relation with the human being.

John Isaacs “ARCHIPELAGO from a distance you look
smaller but I know that you are there” at Galleria Poggiali,
Milan, 2018
Photos: Michele Sereni. Courtesy: Galleria Poggiali, Milan
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DIARY

OH MILANO!
May 07, 2018 • Milan • Michela Moro on the 2018 edition of MiArt and Milan Art Week

ART FAIRS MIGHT BE A BIT like that moment before death, when your entire life

flashes before your eyes. During a span of only days, everyone seems to bump into

everyone they’ve ever known since, well, forever. Certainly, this was the case at the

Milan Art Fair, or MiArt, which opened on April 13 and ran through April 15. Despite

the bad weather, I was out and about on a Monday, several days before the fair’s

official opening, to honor the artist Jimmie Durham. He is a beloved presence at the

Fondazione Adolfo Pini, a refurbished nineteenth-century apartment building, where

his current exhibition, “Labyrinth,” curated by Gabi Scardi, is staged. Throngs of

people showed up to pay their respects to the master. At the same time, there was a

ceremony for the artist Rä di Martino, as she was awarded the 2018 Acacia

Prize—but I was already at the dinner preview for “Una Tempesta Dal Paradiso:

Arte Contemporanea del Medio Oriente e Nord Africa” (But a Storm Is Blowing

from Paradise: Contemporary Art of the Middle East and North Africa), presented by

Milan’s Galleria d’Arte Moderna (or GAM), New York’s Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum, and UBS. Giuseppe Sala, Milan’s mayor, opened the show—an inaugural

gesture for this year’s edition of the city-wide Milan Art Week, of which MiArt is the

core.

At the palace Villa Reale, a large outdoor tent was set up to accommodate hordes of

cultural powerhouses, such as Richard Armstrong, the director of the Guggenheim in

New York; Fabio Innocenzi, the chief executive officer of Italian wealth management

at UBS; and Paola Zatti, GAM’s head curator. Giovanna Forlanelli Rovati and her

husband, Lucio Rovati, were there. Next year they are opening a Mario

Cucinella–designed museum in the center of the city to exhibit their vast collection of

antiquities, many of which are Etruscan. Other guests included Peggy Guggenheim’s

granddaughter Karole P. B. Vail, the director of the Peggy Guggenheim Collection;

Rosario Bifulco and his lovely wife, Anna Maria Voiello (Bifulco is the chairman of

the auction house Finarte); and Rosa Giovanna Magnifico Panza di Biumo, the

widow of visionary collector Giuseppe Panza di Biumo, and their daughter,

Giuseppina Caccia Dominioni. The cordial and attentive Alessandro Rabottini,

MiArt’s director, was present and chatting with everyone. The artists in attendance

were timid. The bankers, however, were enthusiastic about the art—if sometimes a

little perplexed.
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Artist John Isaacs.

The galleries held their openings on Tuesday, April 10. Obviously, it was impossible

to see all of them, so I visited the spaces that led to my final destination for the

evening. Galleria Poggiali presented John Isaacs’s show “Archipelago—from a

distance you look smaller but I know that you are there.” Isaacs was in attendance,

smiling and looking very cool. The gallery Viasaterna featured art by octogenarian

Marion Baruch and thirtysomething Alessandro Teoldi. At the reception, the gallery

served wines produced by Giorgio Rossi Cairo, the husband of the extremely

hospitable dealer Irene Crocco. Kaufmann Repetto had a show up by activist and

artist Andrea Bowers. Lots of beer and young people came to Gio Marconi, which

hosted Magnus Andersson’s colorful exhibition, “Danzanti Militanti” (Militant

Dancers). Paola Clerico’s traveling project, Case Chiuse #06, Tamara Henderson

attorno Carla Accardi (Closed Houses #06 Tamara Henderson Around Carla

Accardi), 2018, was installed in a laboratory on the outskirts of the city. All of these

spaces dotted the path that led to Pirelli HangarBicocca, a contemporary art museum

housed in a former industrial plant. When people finally got there, they were left

speechless by the sumptuous installation of “Matt Mullican: The Feeling of Things,”

the artist’s first Italian retrospective and his largest exhibition of works to date,

curated by Roberta Tenconi. About one hundred international guests and friends of

the artist participated in the lively post-opening dinner. The crowd included the

museum’s artistic director, Vicente Todolí; collectors Rudy Hodel and the Girardis

(Claudio and Giuseppina); dealers Victor Gisler, Peter Freeman, Anthony Reynolds,

and Amanda Wilkinson; curators and art historians Germano Celant and Achille

Bonito Oliva; and the artists Julião Sarmento (who came in straight from Lisbon)

and Maurizio Cattelan. Sarah Cosulich, the Rome Quadriennale’s new director, and

collector Marco Rossi also came to the dinner—he arrived from Turin. Art Basel’s
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global director Marc Spiegler and collector Patrizia Sandretto Re Rebaudengo were

there as well.

The next day, during a massive downpour, everyone gathered at the FM Centro per

l’Arte Contemporanea for “The Szechwan Tale: China, Theatre, and History,” curated

by Marco Scotini, who treated us to an in-depth tour of the show. Later, I raced off to

the Triennale Teatro dell’Arte for the MiArt-commissioned Prisma (Prism), 2018, a

performance by Alessandro Sciarroni and the art duo Nicolò Massazza and Iacopo

Bedogni, better known as Masbedo.

On Thursday, only moments after MiArt’s opening, everyone took stock of the fair

and seemed to be in agreement that this year’s edition was a success. In the best

tradition of Milanese collecting and connoisseurship, it offered a skillfully curated

selection of modern and contemporary works.

Just outside the fair, visitors watched happy children jumping on Jeremy Deller’s

tongue-in-cheek Sacrilege, 2012, an inflatable 1:1 version of Stonehenge, curated by

Massimiliano Gioni, the artistic director of the New Museum in New York and the

Fondazione Nicola Trussardi. Deller was present, a bit worn out by the installation.

Sacrilege, brought to the fair courtesy of the Fondazione Nicola Trussardi, was

erected in the CityLife sculpture park, one of the most contemporary urban areas in

Milan, which also carries important architectural interventions by Arata Isozaki,

Zaha Hadid, and Daniel Libeskind.

I then went to Fondazione Trussardi’s dinner in honor of Deller, held at Libeskind’s

spacious loft. The foundation’s president, Beatrice Trussardi, was there—a dazzling

figure, always calm, always collected. Afterward, I dropped by Gagosian’s dinner at

the Six Gallery for Alberto Burri and Sterling Ruby, who were represented by

Gagosian at the fair. At this late hour the rain came back, but it was mild, and it

encouraged lively conversation. Rabottini made an appearance, as did Francesco

Stocchi, the curator of “Sol LeWitt: Between the Lines” at the Fondazione Carriero. A

trio of fabulous women who work on behalf of Gagosian—Pepi Marchetti Franchi,

Serena Cattaneo, and Anna Gavazzi—were still in high spirits, despite it being a very

long day.

MiArt opened to the public on a gorgeously temperate Friday. Early in the morning I

headed out to a breakfast hosted by fashion maven Angela Missoni, who discovered

the work of American artist Rachel Hayes on Instagram. To the artist’s great

astonishment, Angela asked her to collaborate with her company on a visual

campaign, just in time for MiArt. The result was Blowing in the Wind, 2018, a

site-specific installation for the Missoni showroom that was poetic, polychromatic,

and hi-tech. As night approached, we received an invitation from the handbag

manufacturer Furla—a company that’s been supporting contemporary art for

decades—to visit the fifth event in their program “Furla Series #01 Time After Time,

Space After Space,” curated by Bruna Roccasalva and Vincenzo de Bellis for the

Museo del Novecento. It was a pleasure to once again meet up with Roccasalva and
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de Bellis, who have been living in Minneapolis since Vincenzo was named the visual

arts curator of the Walker Art Center, leaving the directorship of MiArt in Rabottini’s

hands. In the Fontana room on the Museo del Novecento’s top floor, Christian

Marclay presented Concerto Spaziale (Space Concert), 2018, a performance with

cellist Okkyung Lee and percussionist Luc Müller. The work used objects found

around Milan—marbles, suitcases, coffeepots, pieces of polystyrene, iron poles, and

lamps—to make music.

On Saturday I was able to catch my breath for a split second and connect with some

friends who had not yet seen the Prada Foundation’s enormous show “Post Zang

Tumb Tuuum. Art Life Politics: Italia 1918–1943,” curated by Germano Celant. His

inexhaustible mind is always raising the curatorial bar.

Sunday ostensibly marked the conclusion of the fair, but the intermingling of art and

design—as only the Milanese do, and do well—continued. French art duo Anne and

Patrick Poirier’s show, “Architectures des Mémoires” (Architectures of Memories),

housed in architect Luca Cipelletti’s studio, was a voyage through remembrances of

their Mesopotamian travels, as well as the inspiration for the Gardens of Memory, a

cemetery in Gorgonzola that Cipelletti is in the process of building with the Poiriers.

Conversation with this formidable couple is wide-ranging and intense: They confess

that their relationship is animated by their capacity for both play and argument. It

allows them to occupy a sense of normality.

I spent the evening at Beatrice Trussardi’s home, once again a recipient of her

gracious hospitality. In a building designed by Gio Ponti, I encountered Rabottini

and other guests: collector Francesco Micheli; Andrea Buccellati, president and

creative director of the jewelry company Buccellati; Emanuele Farneti, editor in chief

of Italian Vogue; and Giulia Molteni, of the furniture company Molteni & C. The

realm of design was well represented, especially with the arrival of Marcel Wanders

and his friends.

On April 16, the Palazzo Reale was aglow for a gala dinner to celebrate the Salone del

Mobile––which was opening the next day––hosted by its president, Claudio Luti,

and his wife, Maria. It was a great conclusion to a long week of art—on a rain-free

and pretty Monday, no less—and the perfect start to Milan Design Week.

Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore.

— Michela Moro
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Ribaltare la percezione
del tempo. L’Archipelago
di paradossi di John
Isaacs a Milano

di Redazione

John Isaacs, From a distance you look smaller but I know that you are there. Neon tube and transformer
2018, preview

Dall’11 aprile al 29 giugno Galleria Poggiali presenta Archipelago-from a distance you look
smaller but I know that you are there, la prima personale di John Isaacs (Lancaster, 1968)
negli spazi milanesi della galleria. La mostra a cura di Pierre Yves Desaive si compone di tre
elementi realizzati per l’occasione: una scultura, un neon e una fotografia che studiano la
percezione del tempo e della storia.
L’artista inglese da sempre sperimenta i media più differenti e utilizza ogni tipo di materiale
per raccontare i paradossi della società contemporanea, come la difficoltà di conciliare le
esigenze del singolo individuo con quelle dell’intera umanità.
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John Isaacs, The empty temple. Ceramic shellack epoxy
resin 23 carat gold leaf-2018, preview.

La prima opera, The empty temple (2018), raffigura una benna per escavatore a grandezza
naturale realizzata in ceramica, gomma lacca, resina epossidica e foglia oro a 23 carati. Una
scultura paradossale che vuole rappresentare la forma del progresso, il nostro presente,
come una struttura solida ma che in realtà potrebbe essere spazzata via al primo soffio di
vento.
Se non ora allora quando. È così che la seconda opera, From a distance you look smaller but
I know that you are there, vuole far riflettere lo spettatore sulle categorie di passato, presente
e futuro. Una scritta al neon, realizzata nel 2018, posta sul muro bianco come un
promemoria che rimanda alle nostre infinite possibilità di cambiamento.

John Isaacs, From a distance you look smaller but I know that
you are there.
Neon tube and transformer 2018, preview
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Con l’ultima opera, a perfect soul, John Isaacs apre le porte della sua intimità attraverso una
fotografia della figlia con la moglie ribaltando la nozione lineare del tempo e dei cicli di vita.
Infatti è la bambina a tenere tra le mani la madre, non il contrario. Ancora una volta l’artista
riesce ad aprire nello spettatore un nuovo dialogo rivelando la dimensione emotiva delle
cose e il loro rapporto con l’essere umano.

John Isaacs, A perfect soul.
Framed photographic print| photo
framed preview

John Isaacs, The Empty Temple.
Ceramic shellack epoxy resin 23 carat gold
leaf 2018, preview.
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Archipelago, alla Galleria Poggiali di
Milano la prima personale di John Isaacs
Post on: Apr 12, 2018 Alberto Rossi

La Galleria Poggiali presenta ARCHIPELAGO – from a distance you

look smaller but I know that you are there di John Isaacs, prima

personale dell’artista inglese negli spazi milanesi della galleria,

fino al 29 giugno 2018.
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La mostra, a cura di Pierre Yves Desaive, apre in occasione
dell’Art Week e di miart 2018, ventitreesima edizione della fiera d’arte
moderna e contemporanea.  Per la sua personale milanese l’artista
presenta un progetto unico composto da tre elementi realizzati per
l’occasione – una scultura, un neon e una fotografia – che riflettono
sul tema del tempo, della sua sacralità e della sua percezione.

John Isaacs, artista poliedrico con oltre venti anni di carriera alle
spalle, ha esordito in patria con la YBA -Young British Art- per poi
spostarsi nel 2005 a Berlino, dove vive e lavora. Da allora la sua poetica
si è evoluta diventando sempre più eclettica e meno legata allo stile
britannico.

Pierre Yves Desaive, curatore della mostra, sottolinea come
ARCHIPELAGO ruoti attorno alla necessità, apparentemente utopica, di
conciliare le esigenze di un singolo individuo di fronte al travolgente
fardello dell’intera umanità e allude all’interconnessione storica ma
precaria di tutte le nostre vite.

Lo straniamento iniziale che producono le opere di questo artista
riguarda un’essenza condivisa da tutti gli umani, una sensazione
sublimata da una grande diversità di media e materiali capaci di catturare
la fantasia dell’osservatore. Linguaggio e referenzialità hanno lo scopo di
aprire a nuovi dialoghi in modo che, piuttosto che riaffermare un
significato, questo si annulli per rivelare la dimensione emotiva delle cose
e il loro rapporto con l’essere umano.
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CULTURE

How shame translates into

discomforting works of art

It's a powerful human emotion, one we all feel but would prefer to avoid. Many

artists have a lot to express when it comes to this topic. A current exhibition in

Herford tests the boundaries of shame.

Who isn’t familiar with the awful feeling of sinking in shame? Shame is one of the most

basic human emotions. It can also manifest itself in a variety of ways, as shown in a new

exhibition, "The Inner Skin - Art and Shame," now on show at the Marta museum in

Herford until June 4, 2017.

The exhibition presents a variety of works, including paintings, drawings, photographs,

sculptures, video installations and performances that deal with the topic of shame. Click

through the gallery above to discover some of these "embarrassing" works of art.
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La nueva luz del mundo:
John Isaacs
POR ALEXLETO · 09/05/2016

Finalmente, y tal como había prometido el mes pasado, abandonamos los
estados unidos para retornar al eurocentrismo propio que nos caracteriza,
esa zona de confort tan propia de los occidentales.

I can’t help the way i feel, 2003.

El país elegido este mes no es otro
que la poderosa Alemania, ese país
que tiene a casi toda Europa cogida
por los coj**es y marca con su dura
batuta el devenir del viejo continente.
A pesar de que utilizaremos este
territorio como cede central, hay que
añadir, que el autor que nos
concierne posee sus raíces de
Lancaster, UK.

Este autor multidisciplinar, no es otro
que John Isaacs. Estudió en L’Ecole
des Beaux Artes, Dijon en 1990;
completó sus estudios con una
Licenciatura en Bellas Artes en

Cheltenham Art College en 1991, y una Maestría en Escultura en Londres
en el Slade School of Art en 1993. Ha desarrollado múltiples exposiciones
por todo el mundo y en sedes tan importantes como la Tate Modern de
Londres o el Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes de Kyoto, Japón; Además de
participar en la 53ª Bienal de Venecia en el 2009.

Con un amplio y rico curriculum como este, está claro que nos
encontramos ante uno de los grandes referentes a lo que arte
contemporáneo se refiere, pues tanto reconocimiento y difusión no es algo
gratuito, pues en su poder se encuentran obras de lo más rompedoras,
críticas y transgresoras del momento.
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Este autor no se cierra ante una disciplina en concreto, centrado en ello
toda su producción, pues tal y como se caracterizan los virtuosos del
campo artístico, se atreve con todo: desde el uso del neón, la piedra, el
metal, pasando por la pintura, el dibujo, la tela y diversas instalaciones con
todo tipo de materiales. Quizás por el material que sienta más devoción
sea la cera con sus obras escultóricas que tanto lo caracterizan, pero
como ya dije, puede con todo.

Everyone’s talking about Jesus, 2005.

Utilizando el poder de la imagen creas extrañas, viscerales y, en
ocasiones, grotescas imágenes que desafían las paradojas cotidianas de
la sociedad contemporánea, mostrando cual espejo las terroríficas
consecuencias de nuestros tóxicos modos de vida. En sus creaciones
encontramos la intersección de la metáfora lúdica y un intenso pesimismo
social, exponiendo a los espectadores, la parte más vulnerable de estos, a
través de representaciones que manifiestan en su imagen. Un alto
consumo de comida rápida, impulsada por el propio consumidor, los
recursos de alimento descompensados, el aire y la polución, el
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envenenamiento de la tierra y demás
desastres naturales de nuestra sociedad
globalizada.

A través de esta exploración altamente
visual, explota los bajos instintos de la
humanidad materializada en obra
artística de consumo. Isaac también
reimagina el mundo a través de una
óptica utópica, usando el humor para
empujar los límites de la carne, los hueso
y la psique humana.

Things that can be are that which we know, 2011.
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La «Pietà» velata in mostra a
Concesio
Presso la Collezione Paolo VI inaugurata il 14 maggio l’opera «The

Architecture of Empaty» di John Isaacs, artista inglese.

di Giulia Astorri - 15 Maggio 2014 - 9:53

L’affascinante e straordinaria opera di John Isaacs, artista di fama

internazionale, «The Architecture of Empaty» è stata inaugurata il 14 maggio

presso la Collezione Paolo VI di Concesio(Brescia). Un gruppo statuario di

quattro tonnellate di marmo di Carrara, concesso in comodato dalla Galleria

d’arte Massimo Minini sino al 2015, è celato da un drappo misterioso.

La scultura, collocata sopra un basamento in acciaio antistante la

Collezione, si svela e si nasconde: richiamando, anche in modo plateale, la

Pietà di Michelangelo. L’opera marmorea di Isaacs, oltre a rendere omaggio al

grande artista italiano, porta con sé il mistero infinito della creazione estetica e

la delicata purezza dell’arte. Il drappeggio, che ricrea un’atmosfera unica e

impareggiabile, ricopre dolcemente la finezza delle lavorazioni rappresentate,

quasi come se volesse proteggere quest’opera incantevole.

«The Architecture of Empathy» è visitabile negli orari d’apertura del museo:

dal martedì al venerdì dalle 9 alle 12 e dalle 15 alle 17; il sabato dalle14 alle 19.
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La Pietà di John Isaacs da
Massimo Minini
By Maria Marzia Minelli -1 marzo 2014

GALLERIA MASSIMO MININI, BRESCIA – FINO ALL’8 MARZO 2014.
ATTRAVERSO LA RIPROPOSIZIONE DELLA SCULTURA
MICHELANGIOLESCA, ISAACS EVIDENZIA IL RUOLO DELL’ARTE COME
MEDIUM TRA INDIVIDUO E SOCIETÀ.

John Isaacs - The architecture of empathy -
veduta della mostra presso la Galleria Massimo Minini, Brescia 2014

Per la sua prima mostra in Italia, John Isaacs (Lancaster, 1968; vive a Berlino)
o�re una riflessione attraverso la quale rivela cosa sia secondo lui l’essenza
dell’arte. “Il mio lavoro è assenza fatta presenza”. L’arte è l’infinita
concatenazione di riflessioni che scaturisce dall’incontro con l’oggetto: il
rapporto di comunicazione che si crea tra l’opera e chi la osserva è empatia
potentissima, capace di scendere negli abissi dell’intimo o di salire fino alla
dimensione del divino. Perfetto corrispettivo oggettivo di questo pensiero è la
grande scultura che accoglie il visitatore in galleria: una Pietà di Michelangelo
velata. Un drappo in marmo copre ma non cela, lasciando a chi osserva
quell’interstizio fondamentale a�nché la relazione tra lui e la scultura possa
prendere il volo verso un orizzonte del quale l’artista non conosce le
coordinate, ma della cui atmosfera è imprescindibilmente autore.

Maria Marzia Minelli
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To die for: Inventive and playful
artworks that frame death as a
happy ending
A show titled Death: A Self-Portrait might sound morbid. But the
colourful, inventive and playful artworks make for an approachable, even
life-affirming, exhibition, as Adrian Hamilton discovers

Adrian Hamilton@IndyVoices

Monday 19 November 2012

Death and taxes are no longer as certain as Benjamin Franklin’s famous saying would have it.
Taxes aren’t paid by the rich. Death in a secular and medicalised world has been made into
something to be put off.

All credit then to the Wellcome Foundation for holding a show that reminds us that death has
been an intrinsic part of life through most of human history. Plague, famine and war made
certain that it was all around the living, something to be feared, embraced and prepared for.
Take heed of death, said the late medieval church, for judgement will surely follow. Embrace
death said the Mexican celebrators of the Day of the Dead, for through it you honour your
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ancestors. Accept it as a good thing, taught the Buddhists, for it will be followed by rebirth in
an endless cycle until you can break free of it altogether.

Wellcome Death may not be the best image to draw in the crowds. But in fact it is a
surprisingly approachable exhibition, full of colour, inventiveness and occasional fun. That is
primarily due to the private collection from which the show is drawn. Over the last dozen
years, Richard Harris, a Chicago print dealer and book collector, has amassed some 2,000
artefacts, paintings, memorabilia and ephemera devoted to the subject, of which some 300 are
on display here.

His collection was less the product of personal concern with the subject, he explains, than a
desire to build a holding for public display in his retirement years, inspired by a small show
of memento mori objects seen at the Maastricht Fair. “I went back to Chicago,” he recalls,
“and sought the advice of an independent art expert who said ‘yes, we could find some 40
works to make a gathering of masterpieces’. But I came away thinking, no, that’s not what I
want. What I really wish is to gather everything about it, great and small, without regard to
prestige.”

The result is a collection filled with Harris’s sense of opening avenues and new finds but
carefully selected and spaciously displayed by the curator, Kate Forde. As a book dealer,
Harris started with a volume of the Nuremberg Chronicle published in 1493 containing
engravings of the Dance of Death theme that so obsessed the art of the late Middle Ages.
Sometimes playing a violin, sometimes just dancing, death as a skeleton steals up on rich and
poor, regardless of rank or virtue. On show also are the complete sets of Jacques Callot’s
Miseries of War, Goya’s The Disasters of War and Otto Dix’s War – surely the greatest
statements on the horrors of conflict ever made in art. How anyone could go to war after
seeing Goya’s agonized depictions of the inhumanity it brings on all sides or Otto Dix’s
visions of death and destruction in the First World War in which he served is something that
only the politicians who lead us there could answer.

The violence of death is never far from its treatment in European culture nor the yearning for
a “good death” in bed, surrounded by family and priest to see the soul on to its next world.
The grinning skull behind the painted face of fashion and youth is a constant theme of
painting. Go to the more popular ephemera of playing cards, puppets and prints and it is
treated more humorously. There is a group of US puppets to remind one that skeletons are
part of the play of children, no more so than in the burgeoning celebration of Hallowe’en.

Other cultures have taken death to heart as part of popular belief in spirits and the worship of
ancestors. There’s a splendid papier mâché mask by a notable “cartoneros” sculptor, and a
series of pictures, to remind one of Mexico’s Day of the Dead festival. The demons of the
Himalayas are just as ferocious in aspect and ritual, representations of the sorrows and evils
of the world that have to be conquered. But then a wonderfully cheerful Japanese painting,
Frolicking Skeletons by Kawanabe Kyosai (1831-1889) can’t fail to raise a smile with its
jangling, dancing and chasing skeletons as a seated guardian figure from South Sulawesi in
Indonesia – a recent purchase – looks positively serene in its unblinking gaze.
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Not the least of the virtues of the Richard Harris Collection is that it includes contemporary
art and works commissioned by Harris himself. A one-ton chandelier made up of plaster casts
of bones, In the Eyes of Others, by the British artist, Jodie Carey, presents both the air of
luxury with the reality of bone. A startling life-size plaster and wax image of a truncated
torso figure on a crate addressed to the artist by the British sculptor John Isaacs, Are You Still
Mad at Me? shocks you into questioning pain inflicted, while an installation by June Leaf,
Gentleman on Green Table, is of a skeletal figure in tin and wire leaning forward in pain and
uncertainty. In a series commissioned from the Mexican Marcos Raya, the artist pastes on
skulls and empty eye sockets on to family photographs, while another commission, by the
Hungarian artist Balint Zsako makes a collage of all the bones in a body as engraved by a
17th-century artist.

However wide-ranging, no exhibition can be fully comprehensive on a subject as big as this.
One could have done with some Egyptian objects to reflect an obsession with death and
afterlife that survives to this day in the City of the Dead. Although the exhibition touches on
it, there was something supremely sentimental, perverse even, in the 19th-century fascination
with beauty in death and its place as the highest expression of love. The agony is there in the
prints of Käthe Kollwitz’s Tod und Frau from 1910 and the prints of James Ensor but not the
unsettling eroticism of the corpse in Klimt and the Pre-Raphaelites.

But then that is the beauty of the Harris Collection. It makes you think positively about our
final end. For us, as for Harris, the gathering of objects becomes a means of exploration not
revulsion. Has he finished with it? Stupid question. He’s just bought an old Chevy Impala
painted all over for the Day of the Dead. And it runs. One can see that there is no end to it
until the skeleton with the violin comes to dance with him.
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Looking death in the face: The
amazing exhibition of over 300 items
showing attitudes to mortality
around the globe
By MARK PRIGG
PUBLISHED: 16:14 BST, 14 November 2012

Try as we might, there's no escaping death.

Art collector Richard Harris has decided to embrace it instead - and wants the rest of
us to do the same.

The retired Chicago print dealer has spent years acquiring works imbued with
mortality, from 18th-century anatomical drawings to Tibetan skull masks and
papier-mache skeletons from Mexico.

A visitor looks at one of the works called 'Are you still mad at me?' by John Isaacs at
'Death: A Self-portrait' which opened at the Wellcome Collection in London.
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Some 300 items from his trove are on display at London's Wellcome Collection in an
exhibition that asks whether art can help us understand and prepare for death.

75-year-old Ford is an cheerful figure who laughs when asked if he is, perhaps, a
little obsessed with death.

'Of course not!' he said Wednesday at a preview of the show, which opens to the
public on Thursday and runs until Feb. 24.

'I half-jokingly say it's a paean to death so he'll ignore me a little longer,' Harris said.

'But I think it's more that the iconography, the imagery is fascinating.

'A skull is a skull and a skeleton is a skeleton, but it has been depicted by almost
every artist through their own eyes.'

The varying ways that different cultures have dealt with death is what fascinated the
Wellcome Collection, which is dedicated to mapping the ways in which art, medicine
and science overlap.

Curator Kate Forde has arranged Harris's artworks into a series of rooms that
explore distinct aspects of the relationship between humans and our inevitable
demise.

One room focuses on the contemplation of mortality through artistic memento mori,
such as skulls placed at the center of still-life paintings.

A section on commemoration includes Tibetan ceremonial bowls made with pieces of
human skull; a scarecrow-like grave guardian from the Pacific islands; and skeletons
from Mexico's vibrant Day of the Dead festivities, when families honor departed
loved ones.

Another room looks at the powerful relationship between sex and death, through
images including a 16th-century engraving of a skeleton standing between the naked
Adam and Eve.

A room on violent death includes searing depictions of war, from the 17th-century
etchings of Jacques Callot to German artist Otto Dix's etchings of World War I trench
warfare. In Dix's work, scenes of soldiers in trenches, dead bodies and mutilated
corpses are both harrowing and beautiful.

The works span the centuries, from skeletons enacting a triumphant Dance of Death
in the 1493 'Nuremberg Chronicle' - one of the earliest printed books - to Rembrandt
prints and sculptures by contemporary artists.

These include 'In the Eyes of Others,' a huge chandelier made from 3,000 plaster
bones by British artist Jodie Carey, and John Isaacs' 'Are You Still Mad at Me?' - a
not-for-the squeamish sculpture of a decayed and partially dismembered body.
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Forde senses a resurgent interest in death among today's artists - just think of
Damien Hirst, with his rotting animal carcasses and diamond-encrusted skull. She
suggests it may be a product of Western society's desire to tidy death away.

'In Western secular culture, death happens offstage, in private.

It's medicalized and professionalized.

Only a century back, death would have been at home,' she said. 'I do think we have
lost some vocabulary of talking about it - talking about mourning and contemplating
mortality.'

Art, she says, can help remind us that 'death is part of life and not simply a void into
which we drop.'

Harris says he does not know the value of his collection, which numbers some 2,000
items and is still growing.

His latest purchase, sadly not on display in London, is a 1969 Chevrolet Impala
adorned with Day of the Dead motifs.

'My wife,' he said, 'has been very understanding and very patient.'

He hopes to take his collection on tour around the world.

'All the world needs, in my mind, to promote the conversation and the dialogue about
death,' he said. 'It is an event that is going to happen to all of us, whether we like it or
not.'

Collection owner Richard Harris stands in front of a work my Mexican artist Marcos Raya
called Family Portrait : Wedding
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BERLIN

John Isaacs

WENDT + FRIEDMANN
GALERIE

Heidestrasse 54

January 15–March 6, 2010

The centerpiece of “Tears Welling Up

Inside,” British artist John Isaacs’s

darkly witty solo exhibition, is titled It is

for you that I this (hippy scalp), 2009.

Here, a delicate Victorian-looking wood

and glass vitrine at the entrance of this

charming town-house gallery holds a

grotesque form––a meaty, veiny scalp

streaming platinum-blond hair. Despite

the title, the scalp looks exactly like the

head of one of the blond nihilists in The Big Lebowski (1998), and in that echo, it

seems, is embedded the gritty tension of Isaacs’s work.

In an adjacent room there is a massive, meticulously crafted sculpture that depicts a

pile of feces overflowing from a box made of bathroom tiles. Another sculpture

consists of a weathered wooden armchair with a sallow floral print sitting on top of a

complicated contraption with mismatched wheels. The piece recalls a homemade

wheelchair or, perhaps, a set piece from Monty Python. On a wall are notebook pages

with ink drawings in which a black blob surrounds the word LOVE, a reference to

Robert Indiana’s iconic 1964 work, except that Isaac’s version is made up of clippings

from a hard-core porn magazine. In a similarly punky gesture, a careful doodle of a

disembodied eyeball and lettering re-create the style of 1960s psychedelic posters but

convey a profane message closer to a saying from a crotchety Bukowski. But within

all the subversion of iconography there is an endearing, cheeky joy that evokes the

flaws and virtues of an idealistic era. Fundamentally, Isaacs, like the Coen brothers’

nihilists, seems to happily believe in nothing––least of all his own cynicism.

— Ana Finel Honigman
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John Isaacs
VTO, London, UK
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